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Abstract
The Etder Family Meeting: Leading to the Heart of the Matter
Kathryn Ringham
May 2002

Non-Thesis (M1597) Project

The aging of the population is poised to chattenge our current system of

medicat, economic and social supports. lt witt atso test the limits of our
national compassion. Professionals working in the fietd of aging are preparing

for the demographic bulge and are seeking cost-effective interventions to hetp
elders and their famities develop cooperative caregiving and decision-making

skitts. Caregivers are often at the center of the famity system trying to deat
with'a situation they don't want and don't understand.

One intervention common during heatth transitions is the family meeting. This

apptication project describes the context of caregiving and healthcare today
and outtines a three-stage format for the effective famity meeting, Already

considered the "family expert" on the heatthcare team, the coordination of

the famity meeting gives the gerontotogical social worker a teadership role in

the medica[ setting and contributes to enhanced famity/team coordination.
Encouraging the use of the famity meeting among geriatric professionals will

hightight the vatue of this benchmark of high-quatity geriatric care.
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lntroduction
Aging is a family
has

affair.

The gerontological literature of the past twenty years

firmly estabtished that the extended famity is the main source of physicat

and emotiona[ support for frail or dependent older

peopte. With

80%

of alt

home care provided by famity caregivers (Shanas, 1975, Tennstedt, 1999 p. 1),

it confirms the truism that "famity
1985, p.

185).

is the best heatth insurance" (Horowitz,

For most etders, the abitity to remain at home with assistance

from famity is the preferred approach to dependency. (Shanas et a[., 1986,
Stone et at.,1987, Vtadeck, 1980, p. 101). Aging in ptace also reflects a

nationat effort to keep peopte with disabitities at home stemming from the 1999
Otmstead decision by the Supreme Court requiring states to provide services
necessary

to keep peopte with disabitities out of institutions as tong as possible

(Aeing Today, 23, 1,

p.16). The estimate of the economic vatue of famity care

to the country is ctear: comparing it to the avaitabte nationat spending for
home care ($32 bil,l,ion), nursing home care ($g: bittion), and totat health care
($1

,092 biltion), the economic value of informal care is equivatent to

approximately

18%

of nationat heatth care spending and exceeds spending for

home care and nursing home care combined (NAC/AARP, 1997).
Many studies have found that people do not ptan ahead for how and when they

wit[ assume a caregiving rote (Horowitz, 1985). lnstead, it happens to them. A
broad definition of a caregiver is someone who provides unpaid care to a

retative or friend who is it[, frait or disabted (Mcleod, 1999. p. 13). The care
I

ranges from tight, occasional tasks to round-the-ctock care, inctuding care from
a distance. White caregiving can be a time of positive famity interdependence,

famities are often itt equipped for the decision-making responsibilities
associated with etder care. This is due in part to our society's retuctance to

reatisticatty address issues of declining heatth, dying and

death.

Many older

adults and their famity members have difficutty thinking about, discussing, and
preparing for heatth needs and end-of-tife issues that witt affect their we[[being (Baittey & Depoy, 1995, Cochran et at. 1996). As a result of mutual

discomfort, vitat health care decisions are often made under stressfut conditions

without the benefit of thoughtfut and clear discussions between elders and their
famity members. Earty intervention within a famity system to assist with
planning can reduce hospitatizations, avoid premature institutionalization,

tower stress and burden levels and.prevent conflict, neglect or abuse of the
care receiver (Hooyman ft Kiyak, 1996).
The involvement of the client's famity in healthcare is a commonly recognized

but underutilized dimension of formal service provision (Sattz & Schaefer,
1996). This cottaborative process in health care is often connected to an
interdisciptinary teom, which puts the client, and family in the center of care
surrounded by individuals with varied and speciatized training who coordinate

their professional activities to provide services to the ctient. An ethos of
informed partnership and teamwork inspires cooperation and confidence.
Moreover, the "position power" of the professionats can be used to effect
change within a famity system that needs to adapt to new conditions.
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One intervention that brings the famity and heatthcare system together to assist

with short and tong-term planning is the family meeting defined by Hansen,
Cornish and Kayser (1998, p. 58):

The family meeting is defined as a meeting, which involves a number of family
members (kin and non-kin), the client, ond health core professionals in
discussfons concerning the client's lllness, treatment, and plans.

It is proposed that such meetings promote effective decision-making by clients
and famity members and hetp to maximize the ctient and famity control over
decisions that affect their future (Hansen et a[., 1998, p.

59).

"Courageous

conversations" is the tabe[ often given to famity meetings or discussions when

the subject matter is emotionalty tinged. lt is an apt name: the root word for
courage is coeur or

heart.

Having the courage to get to the heart of the matter

is a core function of the elder famity meeting.

/ The purpose of this apptication

paper is to ask what is an effective framework

i. for the /amily meeting. The period of time when Medicare or other
reimbursement sources provide heatth care is typicatly short giving the ctient
and famity a window of opportunity to receive outside support and information

from heatth care professiona[s. The famity meeting is one strategy to maximize
this overtap of time and ctarify future ptans.

,'

J

Effective interventions with etders and their families are criticat at this time

as

the context for famity caregiving grows inexorabty into a bulge. America witl
experience the most dramatic age shift in history in the next generation. By

the year 2030, one out of four peopte witt be over the age of 65, with the
largest percentage of growth for those 85 years or otder. lt is atso predicted

that by that year there witt be a 200% increase in the number of otder peopte
\^/ith chronic i[[ness, functional limitations and disabitities (Minnesota Project

2030). People are living longer, but many in a dependent condition requiring
hetp on a daity basis. Brody has called this phenomenon "the faiture of success"

(1985). We are already feeling the effects of gtobal graying: 2002 marks the

first time that years of eldercare (18 years) have surpassed years of chitdcare
(17 years) (McLeod, 1999 p. 59).

As caregiving of etders becomes a normative experience, muttipte societal

chattenges are looming creating a caregiver squeeze. For instance, there has
been a reduction in [arge families resulting in fewer sibtings abte to share the

care of parents. The ratio of caregivers to peopte over 85 years of age (those
most in need of care) has dropped from twenty to one in 1970 to about eleven

to one today. By the year

ZO40

the ratio wil,t be six to one (Jackson, 2000 p.

257). Emptoyment levets for men and women in the middte years are high
resulting in fewer options for caregiving. Minnesota, for instance, has one of

the highest rates in the country for women working outside the home at

67 .7%

(State of Minnesota Long-Term Care Task Force Report, 2001). ln addition,

4

famities are geographicatty dispersed and move on average once every four
years (Jackson, 2000 p. 47)"

Famity members are experimenting with different ways of supporting each other
and accomplishing the tasks of caregiving. The shape of the American famity has
changed with continued high rates of divorce, living-together arrangements,
single famities, btended families, adutt chitdren remaining at home,
grandparents raising grandchitdren and partner famities (Genevay, 1994 p.
Less than 30%

(Caron,

91 ).

of atl households contain a married coupte and their children

2000).

The sandwich generation, defined as the peopte "in the

middte" with eldercare and childcare responsibitities, report high levels of

stress. For example,

50%

of peopte.aged 45-55 who are caregiving for elders

have chitdren at home (www.muqeneration.ore).

Lastly, the practice of medicine has changed dramaticatty as a result of
technological advances, government cost regulations and more emphasis on

self-care (Rosenberg, 1994, p.11). There has been a shift to a "community

orientation" and ambulatory care that is evident in the protiferation of senior
options today from targeted services to housing. Medicare covers tittte if any

of the costs incurred with chronic care. Out-of-pocket heatthcare expenses for
seniors are a heavy burden with ever-increasing costs for medications,

deductibtes and in-home services. A tittte known fact is that Medicare onty
pays

for

15%

of the costs of home care and nursing home care. Traditionatty,

standard heatth care poticies pay for under one percent of long-term health
5

care costs (Mcleod, 1999, p. 47). As a nation, wE are not organized in a way to
make aging easy (Pipher, 1999, p. 4).

It is now understood that caregiving is not universatly distressing. There are a
great many caregivers who report minimal or no untoward effects of their
hetping rote (McKintey et at., 1995) and describe.caregiving in positive terms.
The increase in longevity and long-term disabitity means more time and

extraordinary opportunities for aging famities to finish some of their unfinished
business, to create more toving relationships and a more humane dying. The

years of dependency can be a time of buitding famity sotidarity, getting to know
each other as adults, reciprocating [ove and personal growth (Pipher, 1999,

p.219, Morris, 1996

xvi).

As Montgomery (1998)

states:

"Some caregivers

thrive, some simpty survive and others suffer severe consequences" (p.5).
Researchers are now interested in factors that cause distress and, perhaps even

more important, factors that mediate distress. Resiliency is the abitity to
recover, spring back, or return to previous circumstances after encountering
stressors (Barker, 1995, p 323). Some of the protective factors that have proven

useful to manage itlness and famity change are (a) personal resources of setfesteem, setf-efficacy and a sense of mastery, (b) family resources including the

abitity to communicate effectively, ftexibitity, cohesion and ctear organization
and (c) knowledge of community resources. There are now known factors to
strengthen family resiliency.
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promotion of the resiLiency of the famity caregiver is also a high priority at the
national [evel. The passage of the Nationat Famity Caregiver's Support Program

within the Otder American's Act Reauthorization of 2000, brings a new focus
and additionat resources to the needs of caregivers in providing tong term care

for the etderty. Funds are currentty being distributed to the states to stimulatq
the cottaborative development of caregiver services to meet unmet needs. ln
Minnesota, the groundwork is being laid at the state and local [eve[ to develop a

more integrated system of hetp for caregivers that woutd be accessible and

meaningfut. Coaching and consultation with caregivers, either one-to-one or in
groups, is emerging as a priority. The geriatric social worker with a background
in famity systems and coming from a profession committed to hetping peopte
exercise their dignityy autonomy and setf-deterrnination, is in an ideal position

to work with aging famities to prornote dialogue and planning. Sociat workers
are considered to be the'nfamity experts" on a heatth-care team.

Buitding a family consensus and sotidarity about treatment and support concerns
is vital within the aging

famity.

Many feel that the family meeting is an

efficient, cost-effective way to share information, make decisions, and mobitize
strengths and resources toward change. White these types of meetings are a
common strategy in hospitats, nursing homes, home care, adutt day care, and

care management, there is tittle written or disseminated about how best to use

this rare time together with the client and his/her supPort system. This creates
variation in the quantity and quatity of famity meetings. The development of

a

useful framework for the famity meeting wi[[ benefit the ctient, famity and the
7

healthcare team and stimutate improved communication and service. Most

important[y, coordinating and faciLitating the farnily meetings gives the social
worker a leadership rote in a work setting where they often have a secondary

function and operate in a "host setting"-the medical arena dominated by
people who are not social workers.

This paper begins with a working definition of the famity, and provides a
background of intertocking famiLy stages and marker events useful as a context

for interventions with caregivers. The social work theoretical basis for the
famity meeting emerges out of a basic knowledge of family systems and
ecologicat theory with a focus on the thqrapeutic quadrangte of patient, famity,
itlness, and heatthcare

team. The leadership theoretical

basis for the famity

meeting is grounded in empowerment anC choos theories using the language of
strengths, interdependence and hope. Assisting to chart a map through the
caregiving career are other modets such as Rottand's psychosociat components

of illness and Caron's caregiver marker stages that helps inform the famity
meeting process. A brief review of the literature documents the variety in

contexts, stytes and purposes of the famity meeting and suggests some key

elements. A framework for coordination of the famity meeting is provided by
dividing

it into three

parts each with its own purpose and tasks: before the

meeting, the meeting itself , and after the meeting. Questions to consider and
specific guidetines witl be outtined to provide professionals with a framework to
guide famity meetings. Suggestions for the evaluation of the family meeting

from the ctient, famity and team perspectives finatize the paper.

I

"The only thing worse than having aging parents fs not having aging porents"

Defini tion of the Familv
For many frail elderty, the existence of an organized committed family is the
single most important support in

tife. Within the past 50 years, the definition

of the famity has been broadened so that a common definition today is "a group

of people who love and care for each other" (McNeece, 1995, p.5). The
sociotogist Ernest Burgess defines the family as a "unity of interacting

personalities" (Caron, 2000, p. 21). The famity exists as a unity with the whole
greater than the sum of its parts; the interacting personatities represent a

living, growing, changing

entity. McGotdrick

(1995) gives a life-course

orientation to the famity as she describes a famity as "the entire emotional
system of at least three and increasingty four generations, who move through

tife together, often in different places (p. 30)". The definition used most by
famity ctinicians and scientists is that the famity itsetf defines who is and who is
not part of

it (Patterson,

Ganryick p.

2).

These definitions are we[[ suited for

the purpose of the family meeting as the famity circle enlarges to surround the
senior with natura[ hetpers, neighbors, extended famity, sibtings and church

votunteers.

Famities are atso comptex and ever-changing systems that have definabte tife
course stages. Carter and McGotdrick (1999) advanced the concept of the

famity as a system moving through time. They describe the three-generation

I

famity as a comptex process propetled through tife by developmental events
(e.g., the birth of a chitd automaticatty pushes parents and grandparents into
new stage of

a

tife). Carter and McGotdrick describe six broad famity life stages

signaled by marker events each with its own tasks and containing numerous

variations on today's cornplicated famities:

1.
7.
1.
Z.
3.

4.

Unattached Young Adult
Newty Married Coupte
Famity with Young Chitdren/Singte Parent
Famity with Adolescents/"Sandwich" caregiving
Launching Chitdren and moving on
Famity in Later Life

The anxiety created by these transitions can be graphed: on the horizontal axis
is the normal anxiety produced by predictabte stressors (such as leaving home,

starting school or moving to a ne\ry home) and unpredictabte stressors (such as
war, untimely death or chronic iltness); on the vertical axis are stressors
created by and unique to a specific famity system (famity patterns, labets,
myths, or secrets). Assessment of where each family member is on the fami[y

life course continuum and more importantly, the combination of developmental
tasks within a famity is important knowtedge needed to counsel famity process.

ln addition, famity [ife course model can the be viewed as oscitlating between
phases where famity developmenta[ tasks reguire intense bonding or retativety

higher cohesion, as in early chi[drearing, versus phases such as famities with
adotescents, during which externat famity boundary is loosened, often
emphasizing personat identity and autonomy,

Normal devetopmental tasks can be slowed or arrested

if an ittness dominates a

famity's schedute or emotionat life (McDaniet, Hepworth & Doherty, 1992 p. 85).
l0

The goat is "to keep the ittness in its place" and attow for continuing

devetopment of atl of its members (Gonzatez, Steingtass, Reiss, 1989. pp. 69-

85).

This is especiatty important when working with family caregivers.

Theoretical Framework I --Family Sys tems Theorv
Ittness happens to a famiLy...not just an individuat- Not onty is the family

profoundly affected by the chronic ittness for a long period of time, but also the

family's response to this added chatlenge has a profound effect on the
development and wett being of the person with the itlness and its course. A

famity systems perspective can be used to guide ctinical intervention to
promote resitience and prevent dysfunction in families coping with i[[ness. ln
heal,th care settings, families are involved in sharing important information

about the ctient's history, serving as liaisons between etderty retatives and
services, decision-makers, and,

if

necessdry, advocates (Cicirelli, 1990).

Famity members are the gateway to the interdisciptinary team (Sattz &

Schaefer, 1996, p. 60).

The key to understanding the dynamics of aging and famity interaction is the

betief that the famity is a system of interacting parts where changes or stressors
such as aging or itlness that affect one famity member, affect the whole famity
(Bl.asinsky, 1998 p.

66). A family system refers to a group of individuats and the

pattern of retationships between them, Contained within this definition are
two criticat aspects of famity: famity structure and family functioning. Family
structure is defined as who is in the system. Famity structure attows the famity
11
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to create its own identity and function as a unit. The degree of permeabitity of
this famity boundary is important for famities living with itlness, both in terms

of the altered famity identity and secondty, in terms of the famity's
relationships with the multitude of health, education and social service
providers with whom they must engage.

Family functioning refers to the pattern of retationships connecting members of
a famity system. This concept is multidimensional with many different aspects

of family functioning that can be considered such as cohesion, ftexibility,
problem-solving style, affective expression, and behavioral controt, There are
many models of famity theory, assessment and treatment including The
McMaster Approach, the Circumptex Model of Marital and Famity Systems, the

Famity FIRO Model and the Family Adjustment and Adaptation Response (FARR]
Model (Mitler, Ryan, Keitner, Bishop & Epstein, 2000; Olson, 2000). !n the

latter model, the family, tike att social systems, attempts to maintain batanced
functioning or homeostasis by using its strengths, resources and coping
behaviors to meet its demands or stressors. When i[lness or other change enters
a family system, its period of stabitity and adjustment is disrupted creating a

state of disequilibrium. This transition period is a time of anxiety for famities
as otd ways of functioning no longer work (Tonti, 1983, p.

245). During the

following adaptation phase, famities attempt to restore homeostasis by: (a)
acquiring new resources and coping behaviors, (b) reducing the demands they
must deal with, and/or (c] changing the meanings about their situation, about
themselves as a famity, and/or changing their view of the wor[d (Patterson,
12

Garwick, p.

3). Crisis in a famity is an optimat

time for health professionals to

intervene, since families are particularly receptive to information and
recommendations for change at these turning points. ln addition, by providing

anticipatory guidance proactively, future crises may be averted-

Another hel,pfut concept is a psychosociat understanding of the health condition

in systems terms. John Rottand (1999) offers a psychosocial map to address the
strains and uncertainties of parentaL itlness and disabitity. His model informs

the itlness-specific famity dynamics as it interfaces with individua[ and famity
development, muttigenerationat patterns and betief systems. Rather than
ctassify diseases in purety biotogicat terms, Rolland proposes a schema where

chronic conditions can be grouped according to key biotogical similarities and
differences with distinct psychosocial demands for the ctient and famity across

the tifespan. The model emphasizes the goodness of

fit between the

psychosocia[ demands of the disorder and the strengths and vutnerabitities of a

iamity. The iltness patterns have imptications for caregiving interventions
(Rottand, 1999, pp 244-7461.

.

Onset--iltnesses can be divided into those that have either an acute

onset, such as strokes, or graduat onset, such as Alzheimer's disease. For
acute onset iltnesses, affective and practica[ changes require crisis
management skitts. Famities need to be hetped to toterate highty
charged emotionat situations, exchange rotes ftexibty, probtem-solve

effectively and utilize outside resources.

13

a

Course-the course of chronic diseases can take three general
trajectories: progressive, constant, or relapsing/episodic. With a
progressive disease such as muttipte sclerosis, disabitity worsens in a
stepwise or gradual way. The famity must [ive with perpetual symptoms
and the prospect of continual role change as the disease progresses.
Famity members experience growing strain.and exhaustion, with few
periods of retief from the demands of the i[[ness, and by financial
chattenges over

time. With a constant course, there may be an initiat

period of recoverY, with persisting clear-cut limitations. The potentiat

for famity exhaustion exists without the strain of new rote demands over

time.

A retapsing course ittness, for example, Chronic Obstructive

Pulmonary Disease (COPD), a[ternates between periods of low symptoms
and exacerbations. Fami[ies are strained by both the frequency of

transitions between crisis and non-crisis, and the ongoing uncertainty of
when a recurrence witl occur. This requires famity ftexibitity.
a

Outcome-The extent to which a chronic ittness leads to death or
shortens one's life span has a profound psychosociat impact. The famity

member's initia[ expectation of whether a disease is tikety to cause death
and the degree to which they experience anticipatory loss are important
assessment features.
o

lncapacitation-Disabitity can involve impairment of cognition (e.g.,
A[zheimer's disease), sensation (e.g., btindness), movement (e.g., stroke

with paratysis), stamina (e.g., heart disease), disfiguring conditions (e.g.,
mastectomy) and those associated with social stigma (e.g., AIDS). The
14

extent, kind and timing of incapacitation witt affect the degree of family
stress
a

Predictability-The degree of uncertainty about the specific way or rate
at which an illness unfotds, overtays att other variable. For illnesses that
are highly unpredictabte, family coping and future ptanning are hindered
by anticipatory anxiety and ambiguity about what is to come and how
much time they have before the condition worsens. Pautine Boss (1999)
has

written extensivety about the difficutty associated with the ambiguity

of the losses associated with Alzheimer's disease.

The unifying concepts

of fomily life course development, family systems theary

and pqychosocial components

of

illnesses provide a base

to think about the fit

among illness, individual and family development. Generally, illness and

disabitity tend to push individual and family developmental processes towards
transition and increased cohesion.

Theoretical Framewor k ll--Ecoloeical Theorv of Social Work
The ecotogicaL approach to social work practice (Germain & Gitterman, 1980)
provides a useful framework for examining the role that sociat work can ptay in
home care with famities. This perspective focuses on the interaction of the

individuat with the environment, "directed toward improving the transactions
between peopte and environments in order to enhance adaptive capacities and
improve environments for atl who function within them"(Germain, 1979, p.8).
The objective is to develop a social milieu that is both nurturing and chattenging
t5

and that buitds on the competency of the

ctient.

Basic to this approach is the

betief that competency is best achieved when social work intervention is
directed toward a whote eco[ogica[ unit rather than toward an individua[,
producing a "goodness-of-fit" between the person and the environment.

The ecological approach fits in wetl with famity work with its broader focus,

hotistic thinking and its view of individuats and famities as resources or

strengths. The intersection of social work and family goes back to the origins
of social work as a profession (e.g., Mary Richmond, 19171. The importance of
working with the family unit is emphasized as the first professiona[ journa[ of
socia[ work was catted The Familv and the first course taught by the first school

of sociat work in this country was cal[ed 'The treatment of needy famil,ies in

their own homes" (McNeece, 1995, p. 4).

The abitity to reframe problems into possibitities and "to start where the

client/family are at" are basic skilts taught in the schools of social work. The
strength-based perspective uses a cottaborative approach honoring the innate
wisdom of the human spirit, the inherent capacity for transformation, and the

creative synergy of client/system and worker (Sateeby,1997, p. 3, Pray, 1992,
p.

75).

This approach atso emphasizes consumer participation and decision-

making that started in the disabitity movement and is now influentia[ in the
aging disabted community. Empathic understanding, information and

education, and partnership with the hetping professions are etements of the
growing consumer movement (Hatfietd, 19971. Four universal strengths useful
16

when working with older adutts and change efforts

are:

1

) everyone wants to

fee[ better and relieve discomfort, 2) a desire to be in controt, 3) everyone has
a vatue system and framework for decisions and 4) everyone has past

experiences to buitd on (Radu, 2002).
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'lrVhat does caregiving require of a famity? lt requires the famity to organize, to
find support, to ask for support, to decide how much to use, to iotve piobtems
and make decisions. Timing is a key issue. So is the concern of whether the
decisions are the right ones"---- Lisa Gwyther, MSW Director, Famity Support
Program, Duke University Medical Center on Aging

Caregiving is becoming a norma[ developmentat phase. ln North America, the
nurnber of famity caregivers has exptoded 300% in onty nine years, reaching into
a quarter of a[[ households. Although caregiving has atways existed across at[

cuttural and economic settings, some etements are unique to this era: an
increasingty aged and disabted popul,ation, the tack of an adequate and

coordinated systems to finance and support long-term care of the chronicatty itt
and disabted, and a renaissance in spiritual seeking and exploration of end-of-

life issues (McLeod, 1999, p. 4).

The fietd of research on family caregiving extends back forty years, evotving

from early studies of the 1950s and 1960s tooking at the famity unit in general;

to studies in the 1980s and earty 1990s focusing on specific caregiving activities,
roles and responsibilities; to the current emphasis on understanding the
processes and impacts of caregiving across different physical and mental
17

conditions and ethnicatty diverse poputations (Tennstedt, 1999). The construct

of caregiver

burden was

first used by Zarit, Reever and Bach-Peterson (1980).

Since that time, the concept has been divided into two aspects: objective and

subjective burden. Objective burden refers to the disruptions in finances,
famity tife and sociat relations. Subjective burden, on the other hand,
represents feelings of embarrassment, over[oad, confinement in tne caregiver

role, resentment and exclusion (Kane &, Kane, 2000, p. 327. Therefore, the
amount of burden reported by the caregiver is assessed to be the resutt of a
complex interaction between many determinants inherent in the care recipient,

the caregiver, and the social environment. Studies have shown that the best
predictor of institutionalization is the inabitity of the famity to maintain the
otder person at home and/or rote overload rather than exacerbation of the
medical condition (Coterick & George, 1986).

With increasing attention being paid to caregivers today, there is considerabte
knowledge about who needs care, who receives care, who provides this care,

what care is provided, the costs of care, and the impact of this care on the

caregiver. For instance, the typica[ informal caregiver is an employed forty-six
year old woman who works another eighteen hours a week caring for her

mother. The typicat recipient is a seventy-seven year-old who lives nearby but
atone and has at least one chronic condition (Nationat Attiance for Caregiving;
AARP, 1997).

t8

Snared by competing demands on time and energy, virtualty a[[ caregivers suffer

distress such as lonetiness, exhaustion, anxiety, anger, guitt, frustration and
sadness (McLeod, 1999). The emotional,

toll depends largely on the seriousness

of the i[[ness, its duration, and the degree of supervision necessary. Caregivers
atso encounter fear and uncertainty regarding their finances. They may wonder

if they may be wiped out by the expenses of the

ittness and cannot anticipate

the costs of homecare, assisted living or nursing home. Prevalence rates of
depression among dementia caregivers have been as high as 43-46%; three times

the norma[ rate (AoA report). Two out of three caregivers report being in poor

health. ln fact, the negative psychotogical impact of caregiving for a spouse
with Alzheimer's or other forms of dementia has been found to continue for
years after the spouse dies. Even two to three years after caregiving ended,

former caregivers reported fewer positive mood states than noncaregivers.
(Robinson-Whelan, Kiecott-Gtaser, Grabmeier, 2001 ). Another category of

caregiver at increased risk for physicat, emotional and financial strain is the
caregiver who share the same househotd with etderty care recipients
(Chou,Yeung and Chi, 2001 ).

There has been increasing attention to differences in caregiving across racial
and ethnic groups. The NAC/AARP survey (19971 reported higher incidence of

caregiving among Asian American

(31 .7%1.

African-American (79.4%1, and

Hispanic (26.8%) househotds than in the general population (24.8%). The larger
and modified extended famities of African-Americans and Hispanics are thought

to increase the informa[ care resources of otder persons in these two groups. ln
t9

fact, caregivers in these three minority groups are more tikety than in the
general poputation to provide care for more than one person and provide more
hours of

care. They were also more tikety to live with the care recipient and to

have hetp from other persons (National Attiance for Caregiving, 1998). A new

study by Yat-Sang Lum of the University of Minnesota reveats that AfricanAmericans are [ess likety to live with a spouse or.to receive care from a co

resident so that caregiver services to non-kin or relatives who don't live in the
home shoutd be encouraged (Aging Today, 2002).

At higher risk for increased problems are two groups of caregivers: those who
become the primary caregiver and caregivers of people with Atzheimer's disease

or dementia. Knowtedge of these categories can hetp guide interventions. The
general consensus is that, most often, one family member, lhe primary
caregiver, serves as the main source of care for an impaired elderty person,
atthough others in the famity and friend network may serve as "secondary

caregivers". The 1998 Famity Caregiver Association survey found that

76%

of

caregivers receive no assistance from other famity members. The selection of

the primary caregiver is associated with the famity retationships, gender, work
commitments and living arrangements of the famity members (Cantor, 1979,
Montgomery & Kostoski, Brody, 1990). ln many instances, the primary caregiver

is [ocated at the nearest hierarchical node in the kinship structure: spouse;
daughter or son; brother or sister; grandchildren, nephews and nieces, or others
(Feigin, Cohen, and Gitad, 1998. p. 21). According to Cicirelti (1981),

it is the

criterion of emotiona[ closeness to the elderty patient that determines who witt
become the primary caregiver, their personatity and role in the famity. There is
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a definite feminine til.t in famity care as women tend to become the primary

caregivers. Women outnumber men three-to-one in taking care of etderly
retatives with imptications for their own [ong-term financial heatth (Mcleod,
1999, p. 34).

Atzheimer's caregivers are known as the hidden or second victims of the
disease, as they commonly suffer from many somatic comptaints, especially

depression. Some of these emotional and physica[ reactions are tinked to

a

process of grief at losses: the loss of the patient's mental and motor functions,

and the sense of the caregiver's loss of freedom and privacy (Feigan, Cohen and

Gitad, 1998, p. 22). The typicat caregiver for a retative with Atzheimer's
disease spends an average of sixty-nine hours a week and has been doing so for

four years (Mcleod, 1999, p.

121

). This in indeed the "thirty-six hour day":

Emotions buil,d on waves of disabitity, from powerlessness and
unpredictability to loss of identity and lifestyle. As difficult behaviorsparanoia, combativeness, hattuci nations-increase, caregivers work
harder yet feel less abte to manage them. lt is hard to feel we are doing
a good job when our loved one only continues to deteriorate. The
disease becomes personat: rather than accepting it as a medical
condition beyond the scope of a lay person to control, caregivers feel it is
they themsetves who are out of control and inadequate (Mcleod, 1999 p.
121 ).

Research has shown that the perception of being emotionalty burdened

increases when the patient's dependency is emotional/cognitive (Sotdo &

Hyttytuoma, 1983). Caregivers for peopte with dementia are more tikety to
make decisions to change work schedutes, turn down a promotion and terminate

employment entirety (Ory et at., 1999). Because funding is not readily avaitabte

for in-home care and due to society's attitude toward institutionalization, the
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caregiving experience for peopte with dementia can be protonged and
expensive.

One useful conceptual framework

to better understand the imptications of the

diversity within the caregiving experience is to identify important points in the
caregiving trajectory that mark significant shifts in the experience. The
caregiving marker framework recognizes caregiving as a unique, dynamic
process and makes two assumptions: (1 ) there is no generic caregiver role,

rather caregiving is a role that emerges from prior rote retationships and (2)
caregiving is a dynamic process that unfolds over time and has been likened to a
career of variable length (Montgomery ft'Kosloski, p. 6, Pearlin, 1992). There
are three recent modets of staged caregiving, att of which have direct retevance

for implementing caregiver support programs and interventions. They also
provide a tool for identifying and interpreting generational and cuttural
differences in the caregiving experience. The markers are presumed to be
ordina[ in their timing, but the order and time between markers varies.
Montgomery and Kostoski describe a seven marker model and hetp define the

differences between spouse and adutt-chitd caregiving. For instance, they find

that chitdren have greater volition in their choice of the caregiving rote and
their choice of [eaving the role than do spouses who express and demonstrate

a

greater obtigation to this role ("untit death do us part"). Spouses do not tend

to define themsetves as caregivers until the etder has reached a [eve[ of
impairment at which most chitdren abdicate the caregiving rote. Denise Brown
(1999) has developed a six-stage model from the "expectant caregiver" to the
L./-

caregiver".

"godspeed

For each of the six stages, she outlines a purpose,

"stumbles" (where things can go wrong) and "steadies"(suggestions for positive

outcomes). Lastty, Caron, Pattee and Otteson (2000) have suggested a sevenphase model of caregiving geared toward Atzheimer's disease each with its own
issues and

tasks. This model has a family systems orientation. An

understanding of the phases attows families to devetop a "roadmap" through the
chatlenges of i[tnesses:

1.

Prediagnosis Phase- lssues are ambiguity and ambivalence.

a. Observe and record signs of iltness
b. Communicate through diatogue

c.

d.

2.

Mobitize the famity system
Accommodate and maintain family stabitity

Diagnosis Phase- lssues are process and collaboration

a. Obtaining the diagnosis
b. Understanding the diagnosis
c. Accepting the diagnosis
d. Acknowtedging the reatity of the iltness
3. Role Change Phase- emerging caregiving system
a
b
c
d

4.

Stepping in-the when question
Stepping in -the how question
Foster the devetopment of the caregiving system
Ptanning for change

Chronic Care Phase- maintaining famity energy and taking care of the
caregiving system.
a
b
c
d

5.

Understand and recognize the nature of strain
Support the caregiving system
Preserve famity life
Anticipate need for outside hetp

Shared Care Phase- why and when to seek hetp

a. Acknowtedge need for help
b. ldentify and exptore avaitable heatth services
./,)

c.

lnitiate contact with heatth care system

d. Establish retationship with heatth care system
6.

Nursing Home Phase- why and when to seek nursing home care

a. Anticipate and plan
b. Make the move

c,
d.
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Estabtish partnership with nursing home staff
Accept and recover

. End of Journey Phase- Dying wetl and finding ctosure
a.
b.

c.

d.

Make end-of-life decisions
Say good-by to the ittness
Honor the legacy
Rectaim famity tife

Literature Review ll-Famil V
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The use of the famity meeting can be found at the intersection of heatth

transitions in muttipte heatth care settings. Medical crises stimulate famity
invotvement especially in home care, nursing home, hospitat and care
management settings, Yet reports of the use of famity meetings and studies of

its effectiveness are rarely found in the literature for social work in heatth care
(Kadushin & Kutys, 1993). ln hospice, the famity meeting hotds the urgency
and

potential for meaning untike

aLt

others and famity is *the unit of care',. private

care management relies heavity on the famity meeting to communicate resutts

of the assessment process and recommendations for future care. ln hospital
and home care, the management of the ctient's complex needs and the ctient
and famity's emotional needs can tax the time and energy of even the most

devoted

staff. The more complex the case, the more time is needed, much of

it not reimbursabte,

especiatty in the era of Diagnostic Retated Groups (DRGs) in
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the hospitat setting and Prospective Pay System (PPS) in the home care arena.
l*tany heatth care professionals feel that the intenrention of a famity meeting

can quickly "get everyone on the same page" and offer neutral solutions to

famity conflict. Geriatric medicine has embraced famity meetings as an
important part of an effective intervention ptan with the elder, especiatty after
the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease (Hepburn, G.RECC). For example,
prescribing medicine has never been seen as a one-step process in geriatrics.
Questions of how the patient witt pay for the medication and how

it witt be

administered and monitored are serious guestions in work with older adutts
(Wisby, et a[, 1996).

The use of the famity meeting is famitiar to most peopte as a hetpfut
communication strategy in the home with growing children as a way to share
issues and probtems, celebrate successes and divide family chores (L'Abate.
1981

),

A variety of approaches to the famity meeting are avail,abte through

information on effective famity foundation discussions from the National Center

for Family Phil,anthropy

(2001

), famity-run businesses, and famity discussion

guides to assist with organ and tissue donation issues (The Kidney Foundation of
Canada). lncorporation of famity members in the decision-making process has
been we[[ documented in the chitd welfare sector (Ban ft Swift, 1994, Hudson,

Maxwetl, Morris and Galwdy, 1996). The National Center on Family Group
Decision-Making (FCDM) offers a modet used by child wetfare agencies when

children have been substantiated as mattreated to foster improved
coltaboration between professionats and famities. !n addition, famil,y group
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conferences (FGC) are a useful strategy for improving decision-making within

families where chitdren are engaged in caring roles, and for requiring
professionals to work in partnership with families. Recognition of needs and

rights of young carers and their disabled parent(s) are criticat (Atdridge ft
Becker, 1999, p. 316).

A review of literature in geriatric care settings proves a strong endorsement for

the use of the famity meeting. Many approaches have been

tried. Feigen,

Cohen and Gilad (1998) have written about the use of sfngle-group sessfons in

discharge planning from hospitals for patients and famities to respond to the
distress of primary caregivers and increase access to social work interuention

for families with discharge needs. Lower levels of anxiety and improved
organized coping were the measurabte resutts. A model for routine, periodic

family conferences has been reported by Fabisewski and Howetl (1986) at a
Geriatric Research, Education, and Clinical Center

(GRECC)

in Boston. The

conferences are designed to promote assessment of famity structure and needs,

teach about the course of the il]ness and prognosis, and give assistance and
support in care decisions. They also discuss end-of-life ptanning tools such
advance directives and Do-Not- Resusitate/ Do-Not- I ntubate (DNR-

as

DN I )

paperwork. lmprovement in levets of trust and famity/heatth professional
coordination was the noted resutt. A program

of counseling and support was

found to be effective in substantiatty increasing the time spouse-caregivers are
abte to care for Atzheimer's patients at home, especialty during the earty to

middte stages of dementia when nursing home ptacement is least appropriate
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(Mittteman, Ferris, Shulman, Steinberg, Levin, 1996). Multi-family groups is
another method for family meetings. A partnership model for social workers in
nursing homes and hospitats with famities enhanced the famity's abil,ity to

contribute at a time when famity ties and roles are being redefined or when
chronic il[ness setttes into a family system for the long-term future.
(Schwartzben, 1992, Gonzalez et at., 1989).

The strategic fomily meeting is encouraged by many authors in the
gerontotogical literature as a way to hel.p the famity define the problem and
develop a comprehensive care ptan for the etder (Sitverstone, B, ft Burack-

weiss, 1983, Morris, v. 1996, Caron et a[.,2000, Mcleod, lggg). They
emphasize a combination of setf-determination of the client and presenting the

reality of the situation. Bonnie Genevay (1990) writes about the use of

a

family "sltmmit conference" whereby the generations come together in a way
that:
opens channets of communication, catalyzes famity members to
assume a proactive stance and ptan ahead, empowers famities to
come up with their own creative sotutions, and enables the famity
to begin the work of reconciliation before it is too late (p. 58).

Similarty, Pauline Boss (1999) and Mary Pipher (1999) also encourage gathering

the multi-generational famity to meet to come to terms with ambiguous loss
common with certain ittnesses and to do long-range ptanning. Wisby et at.
(1996) hightight a case study of a famity meeting in the hospitat, which

generated new insights into both the patient's condition and the famity's
experience of caregiving. They also define some key ingredients for a famity
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meeting inctuding ctear goats, fl,exible agenda, designated facititator, inctusion
by att involved famity and heatth team personnel and a supportive atmosphere.

A few model frameworks have been suggested by the titerature. Cochran (19gg)

offers a preventive mode[
(AECFP) to assist

cal,l,ed

the Advance Elder Care Famity Planning

with end-of-life decision making. This mode[ has three phases

each with its own tasks for the social worker. The preliminary phase is

education and self-knowledge about etder care issues; the intervention phase is

to facilitate structured discussions with famities providing information about
options and resources; and the follow-up phase with ptans to keep the
discussion updated and workabte. Hansen et at. (1998) outlines three phases to

the famity meeting as wetl -preparation, the conference meeting, and fottow

up-in the hospitat setting. The need for information exchange and joint
decision-making with the treatment team is emphasized.

The social work skitls and knowtedge necessary to coordinate a successfut family

meeting are considerabte. Within the context of the sma[[ group of the patient,

famity, and treatment team there may be many differences in vatues,
expectations, the definition of the nature of the probtem, and what is defined
as acceptabte outcomes. These elements combined

with the quatity of the

decision making environment in terms of anatysis of information, time pressure,

limitation of choices, the stress associated with some decisions, and the
pressure associated with conflict of desires or ideas, make the decision making
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process very comptex and prone to faiture

if the goal is to make decisions that

witl suit atl parties invotved (Hansen, Cornish and Kayser, 1998).

Theoretical Fromework

lll - -

Leadership Theories

The social work leadership needed to effectively coordinate the etder famity

meeting is enriched by a grounding in the empowerment and chaos theories of

leadership. Both of these theories focus on strengths, are unafraid of change,
and permit a wider view of

[ife.

They also both share in their reaction against

the patriarchal, linear and reductionist strategies of the past (Link, class notes,
2001, p.

3).

They assist the social worker to be an agent of clarity, creativity

and change.

Empowerment theory of leadership is ctosety tinked to the ecotogical theory of
social

work.

Emphasizing the goodness-of-fit between peopte's needs and

corresponding resources, the empowerment theory enables ctients to gain or

regain the capacity to interact with the environment in ways that enhance their

quality of Life (Hepworth, Rooney & Larsen, 1997 p. 460) and, despite hardship
and itlness, to have mastery over their daity tife (Sateebey, 1997 , p.

8). Within

social work's ethical mandate to work with oppressed peopte, empowerment
inctudes addressing political solutions to deep societal issues (Lee, 19941.

Empowerment hetps people maintain controt by compensating for what they
cannot do and capitalizing on what they can

do. This model helps create the

language of strength, hope and movement.
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The empowerment theory also assists to tessen the deepty entrenched focus on
pathotogy in the hetping professions. Evidence of a probtem is pivotal in

tegitimizing interventions in medical settings because

it is the medical probtem

or concern about the client's capacity for self care that sparks the referral as

wetl as the tink to reimbursement that requires a "probtem focus" (Pray, 1997,
p. 73). Treatment strategies often emerge from consideration of the categories

of pathotogy rather than from exptoring how this unique ctient is experiencing
the specific situation. Rappaport (1990) says:
To work within an empowering ideotogy requires us to identify (for
ourselves, for others, and for peopte with whom we work) the abitities
they possess which may not be obvious, even to themselves...lt is always
easier to see what is wrong or what people [ack. Empowering research
(and practice) attempts to identify what is right with people, and what
resources are already availabte, so as to encourage their use and
expansion under the control of the peopte of concern (p. 12).

The betief in the human potential is tied to the notion that people have
untapped, perhaps undetermined reservoirs of mental, physicat, emotional and

spirituat abitities that can be expressed (Pray, p. 75). A recent devetopment in
the caregiving area has been the devetopment of "caregiver rights" and
advocacy efforts by the National Famity Caregivers Association (NFCA) (see

Appendix

1).

One goal of the famil,y meeting is to activate the family's own

probtem-solving abitities and hidden abilities toward improving their

circumstances. Serious itlness and disabitity are an existential crisis, but can
provide the opportunity for new levels of heatthy famity bonding. The famity
meeting hetps the famity finds its collective voice (Neidhardt ft A[[en, 1993, p.
46).
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Margaret Wheatley and Myron Kellner-Rogers in their book A Simpler Wav
(1996), also espouse a strength-based approach to human life in their

explanation of the chaos theory. Retated to systems theory, chaos theory
asserts that the "universe is a living, creative, experimenting experience of

discovering what's possible at a[[ levels of scale, from microbe to cosmos" (p.

3). The theory betieves that organizations and peopte are "intetligent,
creative, adaptive, setf-organizing, and meaning-seeking" (Wheattey ft KettnerRogers, p.

3). The "order without predictability" which

is found in complex

systems is now being apptied to human behavior toward a goa[ of devetoping

toots and techniques to help individua[s'function effectively within their own

environments. Chaos theory also has apptications for the unique organization of
the famity.

One of the main teachings from chaos theory for socia[ work leaders is to

develop comfort with the turbulence of change. The central idea of chaos

theory is to look for larger patterns and embrace chaos as part of the energy of

creativity. Wheatley recommends recognizing chaos

as a potentialty generative

force in tife; that is, disequilibrium defined as a necessary condition for

a

system's growth, The abitity to setf-organize after dissipation of a former

structure proves the adaptabitity and resitiency of comptex systems: "Setforganization is the capacity of life to invent itself" (Wheatty & Myron-Ketlner,

p.471.

Being able to trust that out of an internal or external need for change,

tife witt "coevotve" into a new web of interconnectedness hetps a famity adapt
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to a new [eve[. The inevitabte change that occurs within a family at the time of
itlness forces redefinition of expectations and a revision in behavior and rotes

(Caron, 1999, p.771. Some common metaphors for ittness in a famity are an
invader, a disorganizer, and an unwelcome guest.

Some of the characteristics of chaos theory that are hetpful to social work

leaders and their work with the family meeting are the following:

.

Butterfly Effects-"Extreme sensitivity to initiat conditions" can be
positivety used within the famity meeting setting by devetoping consensus
about communication ground rutes at the beginning of the meeting. For
exampte, "l{om's needs come first" can assist to keep the focus of the
meeting on the etder. Offering a family meeting opportunity during the

initial visit with the client opens the door to this intervention.

o

The Boundary defines who is in and out of famity and hetps organize

a

co[lective response to change. Knowing the boundary of the famil,y
system hetps identify a sense of belonging, security and connection as

we[[ as locating sources of support from inside and outside of the famity.
Meetings are occasions to identify and respond to differences, for

currents of change to be estab[ished, and for information to flow
(Eoyang, 1997, p. 35).

o

The Strange Attractor represents the dynamic tendencies of a system to
ctuster behavior around a set of acceptable values and purpose. Naming
a goal or mission statement for etdercare can be hetpfut to act as a

center point for the famil,y discussion and estabtish a famity ctimate of
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trust.

For example, "We want dad

to live comfortably in

his home as

long as possible with daily wsfts f rom health care professionals and us"

acts as beacon of purpose in the storms of ittness chaos (Wheattey, 1999.

p.22).
a

Self-Organizing expresses itsetf in the results of the famity meeting as

the family renegotiates the famity rotes and rules to provide necessary
care for the etder. One of the primary purposes of the famity meeting is

to decide how to share the duties of giving care. The resutts are better
when the famity feets empowered to come up with their own sotutions.
a

Adaptive Learning System-the accommodations and adaptations
necessary for caregiving chattenge famities to devetop an adaptive

learning system to maintain a balance between stabitity and change and

to find ways to continuatly renew and revitatize itself (Caron et a[, 2000
p.

35).

An organic cotlaborative learning process, rather than a

"prepackaged" format, emerges out of the interaction between invotved

parties. This is the famity system that anticipates and plans for change
and safeguards the weil, being of att famity members. Caregivers are

often highty motivated to learn and become "ideat" adult learners
(Hepburn, internet).

"We remember that conversation is the natural way humans think together.
ln conversation we are remembering perhaps os much os we are learning.
Human beings know how to talk to eoch other-we'ye been doing this ever
since we developed language. We're not inventing conversotion in the Zft
century, w€'re reclaiming it from human experience. Humberto lvlaturana,
11

a wise Chilean bfologrst, believes that humans developed longuage as they
moved into family groups and wonted to be more intimate. Language gives
us the means to know eoch other better. That's why we invented it."
-

-

liargaret Wheatley f rom Turninq to each other

Familv lvleeti ne lvlodel
Famity meetings are commonly used at critical junctures in heatth care to

provide information and to set up reasonabte expectations for the famity and

the health-care team. Research indicates that engagement with the famity is
easier during times of crisis or acute exacerbation of the ittness (Fadden, 1998,

p. 301) and can provide a "serviceable moment", the short time when the
individuat or famity is more open to information and support.

There are many reasons for encouraging a famity meeting. One of its primary
purposes is to provide the etder and famity with a structure or a hotding

environment for probtem sotving, setting priorities and task accomplishment.
Famity feelings of se[f-efficacy are increased when the rationate for the

meeting is to:

e

provide congruent information to key peopte so that everyone hears the
same thing at the same time;

.

impart information concerning the iltness such as the etiology,
symptoms, expected course, environmental determinants of

exacerbations and conditions to optimize quatity of tife;

o
.

answer questions and clarify issues;

attow an out[et for worry and stress and share much-needed emotional
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support;

.
.

generate ideas;
enabte the famity to prioritize issues and to devetop a consensus about

treatment p[ans;

.

botster support for the primary caregiver and invite participation in
caregiving tasks from extended famity members;

o

hetp with long-term planning-change from a reactive to proactive
stance;

e

encourage the comptetion of planning tools such as advance directives

and power of attorney.

.
o

devetop a "back-up" p[an;

promote the work of reconciliation.

(McDanie[ et a[, 1997, Hepburn (internet], Adams (MAAA, internet), Cochran,

1999, Gonzalez et at, 1989, Genevay, 1990, Feigin et at, 1998, Schmatt,
1995, Kefzer &, Feins, 1991, Morris, 1996).

Every famity is unique. Likewise, every famity meeting is a unique experience

requiring professiona[ skitts, a sense of humor, and ftexibitity. White most famity
meetings are straightfonrard and productive, the practitioners need to be prepared

for high emotions and possible conftict. Conflicts are tikety to emerge when a parent's
aging requires collective fitiat action in response to increasing needs. Famity meetings

are an art, not a science--there are no magic "rules", only suggested guidelines.
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The famity meeting model can be divided into three parts: before the meeting, the

meeting and the fotlow-up to the meeting. Each segment has its own purpose and
tasks.

Pre-lvteetine

Thoughtful preparation is important in planning a famity meeting. This is the time to
decide who witl attend the meeting, when and where
establish an agenda.
make

it witt be hetd, and to begin to

lt is important to pick a convenient date, time

it as easy as possibte for everyone to attend. The primary

issues, which need to be addressed, are

and ptace to

task is to ensure that

identified. For the social worker, the

completion of a thorough assessment of the client and famity witt provide a knowtedge
base

to understand some of the potential barriers and strengths of this particular

family. The eco-map and genogram, two paper-and-pencit

assessment tools that

diagram famity retationships and sociat supports, are particutarty useful (see
Appendices 2,3 &

4). Placing the ctient and famil,y within the their current famity tife-

course phase(s), understanding the key facets of family rules, rotes and temperament

from famity systems theory, the psychosocial ramifications of the particul,ar illness or
ittnesses that are present, and identifying the family stage of caregiving a[[ assist in

ptacing this famity into a context of care and service approaches.

A recommended place to start the famity meeting process is to tatk to the ctient to get

his/her approval and thoughts about who, when, and where. lt is important to inctude
the care receiver in as many aspects of planning as possibte and keep the [ocus of
control with the ctient. If a ctient has a form of dementia, it is recommended that the
elder be invotved especiatty in the earty stages of the ittness to maximize their abitity
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to express their opinions and hetp with care approaches (Caron, 2000, p. 104, Mcleod,
P.

69).

Even at more advanced stages, the famity with a high vatue on openness and

honesty witl, usuatly find ways to inctude the affticted elder in family discussions.

Sensitivity to exclusion and minimizing famity secrets are atso reasons to make every

attempt to include the elder. ldeatty, a[[ retevant or invotved members of the famity

.

support system and the heatth care team shoutd be invited to the famity meeting as

well as current professionals involved through county or community-based programs,
religious leaders, invotved neighbors or friends. lncl,uding att potential "stakeholders,,
may avoid undermining any future decisions www. care uide. com

.

lf necessary,

arranging for an interpreter is atso done in advance of the meeting. The size of the

meeting group can vary from quite smatl to huge. Most facititators fee[ most
comfortabte with seven to ten participants (Boatwright ft Crummette, 1gg7, p.64).

Often the where of famity meetings is dictated by the heatth-care setting, but a

neutrat, quiet space is preferred. Securing a room or a tabte large enough to altow for
equal participation is preferabte. ln the home environment, the need for ftexibitity
and to "expect the unexpected" is the norm, as visitors work around situational issues

of client and professionat's comfort levels, animals, safety concerns and distractions
(Nateppa and Hash, 2001 p. 81-83). Despite the chatlenges posed by working in the

home,

it

does give the health care team the opportunity to incorporate the

individuat's unique lifestyle and care needs in treatment plans. Home heatth care
attows the care provider to observe and assess daily tiving activities, to become

acquainted with the ctient's social support system, to be sensitive to the client's
specia[ needs and concerns which may never be addressed in other medical care
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environments (Pray, 1992,

p.74). lf key peopl,e cannot be there in person for the

family meeting, there are options such as tape-recording the meeting, using a speaker
phone, even internet chat rooms that offer creative solutions to getting
together.

A ctear purpose with goats that is communicated to the heatth care
team and famity

members is instrumental in setting a professional, personatized

tone. lt may be

hetpfut to have a pre'meeting with other team members to discuss goals and
recommendations

if the famity system and/or itlness

pose complex concerns. ln the

hospital setting, time constraints and complex medical language can exacerbate
the
stress and confusion of the situation. The famity should be encouraged
to share their
concerns and questions to hetp shape the agenda or to devetop a tist
of questions. Any

retevant or informative written materiats such as doctor's reports
or assessments
shoutd be made avaitabte to everyone ahead of

time. lf there is time, it is a good idea

to send a written or e-mait confirmation or to participants.

The

ng

The famity meeting's primary purpose is to achieve adequate exchange
of information
so

that the ctient and famity members are abte to meet current and future caregiving

needs. Educating the famity about the reatity of the situation and partiatizing
what
can appear to be ovenryhelming issues is essentiat in working with famities
(Sitverstone

& Burack-Weiss, 1983, p. 256). The tasks of the coordinator are to listen,
coach,
stimulate, reframe issues and inform.
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ln gathering for the famity meeting, there are a few practical points that shoutd be

kept in mind. For example, the social worker shoutd check to make sure that
everyone can see and hear each

other.

Since hearing loss affects 70% of otder people,

the use of a pocket tatker (a device to amptify hearing in a small group) may be

hetpful.

Chair configuration can atso be planned such as having a team member sit

next to the client to monitor reactions or having the heatth care team sit in a triangte

to be futty aware of emotions as wet[

as

to maintain eye contact (Attina Hospice,

1999). Minimizing distractions such as T.V. or phones/beepers shoutd be encouraged.

The meeting is started with a welcoffi€, introductions, time constraints (i.e. ctient's
nap time or son's airport connection) and affirmations to the ctient/family for their

participation, often in the middle of the workday. Acknowtedge tension if present and

try to defuse. An optional beginning is a minute of silence to set the tone of entering
into a "different space" (Arrien, conference, 2002). The agenda is then reviewed with

the request made for additional input to elicit att ctient, famity and team concerns. lf
trust or insecurity is an issue, this step can make people feet safe and integrated into
the team process. Priorities shoutd be estabtished upfront so that critical matters are
given fu[[ attention. Mary Waggoner www. ec -on Ii ne. net / Knowled

/Artictes/famiI

meetinqs. htmt) su ggests creating a list of all concerns and then as a group number

them 1 through 5, 1 being the most urgent and 5 the least urgent. Tackte each one in
order of urgency, not in the order of preference.
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Fetsch et a[. (1999) recommend buitding famity consensus and trust

by:

1.)

estabtishing a few simple meeting rutes that keep the focus on the needs of the ctient
and caregiver and 2.) creating a shared famity

.
o
r
.
.
o

vision.

Examptes of hetpful rules are:

Respectful tistening-allowing a[[ voices to be heard and none to dominate
No interruptions when someone is speaking
Use "1" statements-"my view, my feetings,'

Avoid btaming statements or accusations that start with "you"
Agree on a consensual decision-making process,

if at a[[ possibte

Remember that the el.der has the right and responsibitity to make hislher own
decisions (untess incompetence or dementia is the issue). This keeps the locus

of control on the elder.
Having a shared vision statement can atso assist a famity to focus the discussion and
avoid otd family arguments.
as possible so

exampte

is:

lt is recommended that it be written in as few words

it can be remembered and referred to in future conversations. An

We want dad to be in

a safe environment where his needs

con

be met.

Shifting to a famity consensus process invo[ves atl famity members in compromising
and in making sure that atl viewpoints are heard. Consensus is defined as
communicating, probtem solving and negotiating one major issue at a time until no

famity member has any major objections to the decision-al.t can live with it and
none wi[[ sabotage the famity decision (cochran, 1999).

An important part of any family meeting is the sharing of background information

about the ittness. Good information hetps famities make good decisions, have
reasonabte expectations and communicate honestty. Assess the family's
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understanding of the ctient's medical condition by asking: " What is your
understanding of the situation?" Typicalty the nurse or doctor provides a short
summary of the medical condition and gives an update as to the etiol,ogy, prognosis
and symptoms of the health care concerns. Even

if the famity has heard

some of

the information before, it is wise to repeat it and be abte to say, "we know a[[ we

can" (Boss, p. 112). Monitoring the responses of the cl,ient and famity is done to
ensure that the information offered is understood and feetings are norma[ized.
Each discipline can then summarize their involvement to date with the ctient as

we[[ as their role, treatment objectives, and issues that need to be discussed.
Medicare coverage dates, community resources, safety concerns, equipment needs,
and adaptive approaches are some of the topics that may arise in a free

interchange of information, ideas and feetings. Eticiting the expression of att views

of atl participants and answering questions is important. The heatth team members
can model for famity a wiltingness to engage the el,der emotionatty, affirm the

elder's existence and desire to [ive, to give hetp and yet provide room and

ftexibitity for remaining competencies, dignity and setf-respect.

A common ditemma faced by many famil,ies is the tack of time, energy and money

to accomptish atl caregiving tasks required by the ctient. Under commitment to

a

frai[ e[der is difficult to manage. lt can be hetpfut to recount a typicat day step by
step with an explicit description of care needs. Another approach is to have

families tist atl the tasks required to care for an elder family member and discuss
realistic ways to meet the needs either through informa[ support through the
famity or forma[ assistance (paid hetp) through community resources. Begin with
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absolute basic needs such as activities of daity tiving (ADL's), home safety and
medica[

care. Other key tasks may inctude

house cleaning, preparing meals, sel,ting

the home, [ega[ and financial obtigations, funeral arrangements, advance
directives, updating the witt, and giving the primary caregiver respite or free time.
Discussing strategies to access and evatuate services can hetp the famity interact

more effectivety with formal services. lf muttipte helpers are avaitabte from within

the family, setting up a calendar of who does what can clarify rotes and encourage
participation of those near or far, depending upon individuat strengths and

situations. For example, the daughter who lives at a distance might

assume the

role of financial and tegat advisor and interface with lawyers, bankers, Social
Security,

etc.

Perceptions of who coutd or shoutd do more can be openly

discussed, and changes in caregiving responsibitities can be negotiated. This

strategy helps famity members build ftexibitity into their schedules and recognizes

the importance of setf-care (Fetsch et at, 1999). Sharing information about paid or
volunteer community resources, county and state programs, and neighborhood
services can fi[[ in the gaps in famity

care. lf possibte, it is hetpful to bring

brochures and written information. Having specific concrete activities and tasks to
do when friends and neighbors say

"lf there's anything

I can do.,." can be hetpfut to

take advantage of sincere offers of hetp (McFartane &, Bashe, 1998, p. 215).

Another important function of the famity meeting is to make a contingency ptan for
crisis and to review end-of tife ptanning tools such as advance directives, power-of-

attorney and Do-Not'Resuscitate/Do-Not-lntubate (DNR/DNI) forms. Discussion
between the heatth-care team and the famity about how to handte exacerbations in
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symptoms, who to ca[[ to avoid a hospitalization, or when to catt 911 for
emergency assistance hetps to clarify expectations and protocots. The importance

of information about end-of-tife choices and encouragement of reftective
discussions about future medical conditions can be initiated at this

time,

Today,

peopte face an array of medicat choices that our ancestors would never have

imagined. Hetping etders sort out what makes sense for them and bringing worries
and anxieties into the open can strengthen retationships and resotve disagreements

before a crisis occurs (Nortander

&,

McSteen, 2001

). When famity is dispersed, the

idea of having a famity spokesperson can hetp with communication between the
medical team, community resources, and the family. This provides a singte point of

contact for information and avoids the "operator game" of communication
distortion as messages are passed from person to person. Setting up a tetephone
tree and/or other communication protocots and circutating important contact
numbers is atso hetpfut. When the famity is sma[[ or involves an onty chitd, there is

an increased emphasis on outside resources and expansion of the hetp network to
extended kin or non-kin. At the end of the famity meeting,

it

is beneficial. to close

with a summary of the discussion, a review of the decisions made and an
affirmation of family solidarity. Discussing a way to keep in touch and/or setting
up another meeting are other options.

Suggested questions that can be raised directty or indirectty during the famity

meeting include the fotlowing:
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1.

How is the daity function of the famity being affected by the

?.

What coping skitts are farnity members using to care for themselves and the patient?

3.

Who is assuming the patient's function in the famity?

4.

Which rules need to change?

it Iness?

5. How are famity rituals and cetebrations being attered or adapted?
6.

What new goats can be set? How can we make dreams come true?

7. What are the expectations of the heatth care team?
8.

How is everybody doing

with the situation?

9. What is our best thinking about how things coutd be better?
10.What is the meaning of the ittness? What significance does this illness have for me?

After tll-e MFetine
An effective meeting is one that produces some

results. The purpose of the famity

meeting fotlow-up period is to implement conference decisions. Fotlow-up on
referrats and decisions wi[[ ensure that meeting participants can begin to implement
some changes in the current caregiving

situation. At times, the expectations about

the future are substantiatty changed by the information exchange process.
Documenting the meeting and sending copies of the meeting notes to the participants

wi[[ remind participants about what role each person has agreed to P[ay, specific
tasks, schedutes,

etc. The internet now offers a convenient

way for famities to keep

in touch. Myfamilv.sgnl offers families who have access to co mputers the abitity to
coordinate some care needs through a calendar of events and to post updates and
pictures on the

site.

For each topic included on the catendar, those listed in the

database wil,t be notified via

email.

This website can be useful to coordinate doctor

appointments, famity schedules and keeping everyone updated.
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Evaluation Techni ques
Ongoing and integrated evatuation of social work practice is now considered an

imperative. lncreasing

awareness of accountabitity in many spheres is evident today

as the government, managed care systems, ctients and consumers atl urge

professionats to provide evidence of the effectiveness of interventions. At the risk of

their very survival, socia[ workers in medical settings are under pressure to prove their
worth and build evatuation into their daily work:
"Evatuation examines our effectiveness and can hetp us to improve it,
can increase our accountabitity to users and ctients, develops our
knowtedge and identifies gaps in knowtedge, and hetps us devetop new
models of practice and service detivery... lt also holds the promise of
keeping social work honest" (Lishman, 1gg8, p. 101 ).
The Ravazzin Center For Sociat Work Research in Aging has recentty produced a potiry

action paper chatlenging home care social workers in three areas: 1 ) to show and
document socia[ work efficiency and effectiveness in Home Heatth Care; 2) to improve
communication with other heatth care professionats in Home Heatth Care and 3) to
advocate for becoming an equal member of the interdisciptinary Home Heatth care

team (Lee & Rock, 2001 , P.141. Currently, there is no systematic way that home care
social workers are scrutinizing their

work. Devetoping a way to evaluate the family

meeting would add to the practice base and strengthen the position of social workers

in this health care setting.

Before 2001, social workers in home care were reimbursed on a per visit basis meaning

that more social work visits transtated into more agency revenue. Rather than
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measuring patient outcomes based on the effectiveness of social work services, social

work visits were viewed as an outcome. Now under the PPS (Prospective Pay System)
system, agencies witl be reimbursed on a set rate per patient, so home care visits are

not sources of income--they are now considered costs. Agencies have to took at ways

to efficientty detiver services under a set rate by carefutty weighing the cost and
benefit of each professional, inctuding social work. Under

PPS,

it is critical that

socia[

workers demonstrate their abitity in improving patient outcomes that contribute to the
revenue of an agency white balancing ethical issues of

care.

Developing the optimal

mix of services wi[[ enhance the interdisciplinary model to detiver seruices in this
venue.

White no doubt exists that home care is a valuable benefit for patients and families,

there are numerous obstactes involved in the evatuation of home heatth care seryices.
The OASIS (Outcome and Assessment lnformation Set) form, the primary assessment

instrument in home health care, was designed to buitd in more opportunities for
outcome reports and checks on home health quatity, but

it is considered too new at

this time for any meaningfut results. Challenges for quatity assurance in home care
inctude clients with complex, muttipty-determined probtems; a mix of high and low
technology services; a need for setting priorities among potentiatly confticting goats of
physical, psychological and sociat well-being of the patient; and resource constraints

in the delivery system. Additionally, the concept of quality of life is more ambiguous
in the client's own home for several reasons: 1)the medical care providers have less
control over total care; 2) private homes are often imperfect care environments, and
3) family members and other providers share responsibitities for home care (Kane,
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1999). Given the chronic and terminat conditions associated with the etderty,
standard heatth outcomes based on complete recovery may not be appropriate.
Learning to adjust to disabitity and dependency may be the real work of getting "we[["
(Shearer, Davidhizar & Dowd, 1999).

The pace, style and intensity of heatth care today may seem to discourage the use of

the family meeting. Barriers to the famity meeting typicatty inctude time, logistics
and staff costs requiring that the management see this intervention as necessary and

valuable. Other timitations include:

.

A 1-2 hour intervention is not a panacea and is onty part of the process and
service delivery of the medical client.

.
.
.

lt is difficutt to inctude the physician

as the costs wou[d be prohibitive

Time is needed to process the inforrnation; there are no instant results

lt assumes famities have some [eve[ of effective

and open communication,

if

not, a famity therapist referral may be in order.

.

Choices for heatthcare options and resources with community or famil,y may be

timited.

There have been many potential resutts identified within this paper tinked to the use

of the famity meeting. The first four are caregiver-centric outcomes; the last two are
policy-centric outcomes. The family meeting has the potentiat

to: 1 ) tower

family/caregiver stress and burden levets; 2) prevent conftict, abuse and neg[ect of
the care receiver; 3) improve the [eve[ of trust with the medicat professionats; 4)
increase some of the "protective factors" improving fami[y resil,iency; 5) improve team
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communication and functioning; 6) reduce hospitalizations; 7) and prevent premature

institutionalization. Noting the possibte resutts, proposed evaluation of the famity
meeting intervention can take place from the perspectives of the family, client or

team.

The policy-centric results wilt be part of the larger OASIS outcomes.

Overarching goals of the famity meeting are to strengthen the family's sense of
agency, communion and connection (McDanie[ et a[., 1992). Vicky Schmall states that

four ways to increased self-efficacy within a family caregiving system are skitts
mastery, modeting, verbal persuasion and reduction in aversive physiotogical signs and
symptoms (2002, web-enhanced learning). While there are many paths to measure the

effectiveness of the famity meeting, the foltowing are possibitities; muttipte
assessment approaches are recommended.

Ctient
1

ive:

. The successfut aging movement is spurring devetopment of positive measures in the
elderly poputation (Kane & Kane, 2000). Measures of life satisfaction are often
used as depen dent variabtes in outcome studies. The Life Satisfaction lndex A
(LS!-A) is a widely used, ?0 item, agree-disagree, setf-report scale (see Appendix

5). lt was developed by Bernice Neugarten in 1961 and covers three components:
1) zest vs. apathy, 2) resolution and fortitude, congruence between desired and
achieved goals, setf-concept, 3) and mood

tone. The administration time is 10

minutes. The measure uses the respondent's own evaluations as the point of

reference. The items of the LSI-A were selected to corretate most highty with an
interview and expert rating assessment of life satisfaction. Twetve items are
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positivety worded, and eight are negativety worded. Scores are generated by
adding together responses that match the keyed response. The limited response

format reduces the comptexity of the instrument for cognitivety impaired older

adutts. This index could be incorporated into the initiat psychosocial assessment by
the socia[ worker and then repeated after the famity meeting to achieve a pre- anfl
post-test on tife satisfaction (Radu at conference, 2001 ).

?.

Another way to measure effectiveness of the famity meeting would be to count the
number of referrats and/or specific recommendations to the famity completed one

month after the meeting. lnformation could be collected by a fotlow-up visit or by
tetephone.

Familv P_erspective

1. The Stress

t4odet Process

of

Caregiving, grounded in sociological perspectives of

stress was devetoped by Peartin, Muttan, Sempte

ft Skaff (1990). Peartin

and

colteagues also provided various measures representing a multidimensional

theoreticatLy guided approach to understanding the caregiving process (See
Appendix 6 & 7). Dimensions of primary and secondary stressors unique to the
model inctude: rote overload, rote captivity, loss of intimate exchange, famity

conftict, work conftict, and financial strain. Att have the advantage of being brief
measures, and at[ have been carefutty studied and anatyzed for internal reliabitity
and consistency (Kane &, Kane, 2000). This toot coutd atso be used at the beginning

of the home care episode and after the famity meeting to provide a pre and posttest check on changes in the caregiving situation.
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?. One of the oldest and most commonty

used scales for caregivers is

the Burden

lnterview, d 22 item modified version devetoped by Zarit ft Zarit in 1983

(See

Appendix 8). Respondents are asked to appraise severat different "problem areas"

that may affect caregiving, inctuding heatth, psychotogical we[[ being, social [ife,
retationship between the caregiver and care recipient, and finances. ltem
responses range from "never" (0)

to "nearly atways" (4), with a possibte total score

of 88; higher scores indicate greater burden. lnternal retiabitity and construct
vatidity have been determined to be high. Again, this tool could be administered
before and after the famity meeting either in person or over the telephone to
measure effectiveness of the famity meeting on the caregiver.

Team

Cottecting feedback from the interdisciptinary team members would provide a third
way to gain information about the effectiveness of the famity meeting. Team
satisfaction with the famity meeting could be assessed by devetoping a brief fottowup questionnaire seeking information about what aspects were hetpfut to each

team member and their perceptions of outcomes for family communication and
team coordination. Yes/no and open-ended questions coutd be used to at[ow for
feedback such as:

.

Did you feel the family meeting was

.

Do you

feel that the famity meeting was beneficial to the patient and/or

famity?

.

effective? Why or why not?

Why or why not?

Do you feel

team?

that the famity meeting was hetpfut to the functioning of the

Why or why not?
s0

t

Do you think the famity meeting was a good use of your

time?

Why or shy

not?

"Relatives can leave stref chmorl<s"

--Virginia Sotir
Ref lecf ions

Our society is aging rapidty and as

it does, the need to Support, train and empower

famity caregivers is more important than ever. The chatlenge is to provide the right
amount of information at the right

time.

stress the need to ptan for the future

One of the themes of this paper has been to

-to take a proactive rather than a reactive

approach to elder care. The reality is that anyone can be heatthy today and

incapacitated tomorrow.

The famity meeting is just one intervention in the tootbox of gerontological social

workers, but

it has the potentfal to give the socia[ worker a leadership rote in the

medical setting and to provide the gtue for an informed partnership between the

team, ctient and famity. The famity meeting has been described as an efficient and
cost-effective way to share information, make decisions and mobitize the famil.y
strengths and resources toward change. By buitding a famity consensus and solidarity
about a caregiving ptan, resutts for the client may inctude reducing the number of
hospitatizations, avoiding premature institutionatization, and preventing conf[ict,
negtect or abuse. The caregivers benefit from the use of the famity meeting by
lowering stress and burden levels and by providing a safe ptace for "courageous
conversations".
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lntegration of the famity meeting into medicat and community'based work with etderty
should be encouraged and the skitl,s to effectivety coordinate the famity meeting
shoutd be emphasized in socia[ work training and fietd placement settings. The skitt

set necessary for gerontological social workers to lead the family meeting include
knowtedge and competence in:

.
.
I
.
.
.
o
.

Famity systems
SmaLt group dynamics

End-of-life issues
Community resources inctuding [oca[ housing options

Conflict resolution
Common chronic and acute iltnesses and medical conditions of the etderly

Communication with etders and families to advocate for current reality
Legat and financial concerns

The good news regarding the increase in longevity and long-term disabitity is that

it

gives aging famities more time and extraordinary opportunities to finish some of their

unfinished business, to create more loving relationships, and prepare for a more
humane dying. ln our dependent-phobic cutture, famities need to recognize that we

are a[[ interdependent and that the famil,y circle reties on mutual sharing. Mary Pipher
(1

999) promotes intergenerational communication and spirit:

...getting otd is l,ike that game in which you fall back and trust that others

witt catch you, That game goes better if the person fatting is retaxed and

if the person doing the catching is strong and loving (P. 14d1.
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Appendix

i

Bill

Ri

ts*

WE, THE, CAREGIVERS, devote ourselves and our internal
and external resources to the maintenance and support of a loved
one.

We declare that we have basic inalienable rights:
The right to live our own life and retain our digniry and sense
of self.
The right to choose a plan of caring that accommodates our
needs and the needs of those we care about.
The right to be recognized as a vital and stabilizing source
within our families.
The right to be free from any form of financial or legal
coercion when choosing a plan for providing care.
The right to be free of guilt, anguish, and doubt, knowing that
the decisions we make are appropriate for our own well-being and
that of our loved one.
The right to be ourselves enough to have confidence that we
are doing the best that we are able to do.

With these rights, the disabled and frail elderly will be
provided with the highest and best care that we are capable of
giving, and we may take pride in ourselves,

*Adupt*d fiom the Caregivers Nerw,ork of the Natural Supports Prosram. 1981. Communitl'
Sen'ice Societ-r'ot'Neu'York ModeI Project. Administration of Agine- #0]AM48-02
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SOCIAL
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HEALTH
CARE

WORK

EXTENDED

FA ,llLY
CHURCH

FAA,TILY OR

HOUSEHOLD

ECREATION

RECREATION

I

I

EXTENDED

t:l

FAA{ILY

FRIENDS

I!

'tl

SCHOOL

Fill in conocclionl whcrr thcy erirt.
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for rtroag,
Druw orrow, olong lirrr to rignify floe of Gncrgy, rGrourctr, clc,-+.--*
ldanrify rignificont pcoph oad fill in mpty circtcr ol ncrdcd.
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5

Table 5.17.
Life Satisfaction Index A
1.

)
3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

As I grow older, things seem bemer than I thought they would be (A)*
I have gonen more of rhe breaks in life than rnost of the people I know (A).
This is the dreariest dme of my life (D)"
I am just as h"ppy as when I was younger (A)*
My tife could be happier than it is now (D)

These are the best years of my life (A).
Most of the things that I do are boring or monotonous (D)"
I erpect some interesting and pleasant things to happen to me in the near future (A)
The things I do are as interesting to me now as they ever were (A)"
I feel old and somewhat tired (D)
I feel my age, but it does not bother me (A)
12. As I look back on my life, I am fairly well satisfied (A).
13. I would not change my past life even if I could (A)
14. Compared to other people my age, I've made a lot of foolish decisions in my li{e (D)
15. Compared to other people my age, I make a good apPearance (A)
75. I have made plans for things I'11 be doing a month or a year from now (A).
'When I
think back over my li[e, I didn'rget most of the important things I wanted (D]-'
17.
18. Compared to other people, I get down in the dumps too often (D)"
19. I've gotten preffF much what I expected out of life (A)
(D)"
20. In spite of what people say, the lot of the average man is getting worse, not better

i

A, agree; D, disagree.
olrems in the Life Satisfaction Index Z (shortened) form.
Source: Neugarten et al. (1961).
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Appendix 7
Table 11.11.
S Pecifiring the Ca regiver Stress Process

Measures

Role Captiuity

How much does each statement describe your thoughts about your caregiuing (uery
much, somewhat, just a linle, not dt all)t How much do you
1. Wish you were free to lead a life of your own

2.
3.

Feel trapped by your relative,s illness
Wish you could just run away

Role Ouerload

How much does each statement describe you (completely, quite a bit, somewhat, not at all)?
1. You are exhausted when you go to bed at night
2. You have more to do than you can handle
3. You don't have time just for yourself
4. You work hard as a caregiver but never seem to make any progress
Loss of Intimate Exchange

How much haue you personally lost the following (completely, quite a bit, somewhat,
not at all)?
1. Being able to confide in your reladve
2. The person whom you used to know
3. Having someone who really knew you well
Family Conflict

How much disagreement haue you had with anyone in your
family concerning any of
the following issues (quite a bit of disagreemeflt, so?ne disagreement, just a linle iisdgreement, no disagreement) ?
1. The seriousness of your relative,s memory problem
2. The need to watch out for your relative,s safery
3. what things your relative is able to do for himself/herself
4- 'lvhether your relative should be placed in a nursing home
How much disagreement haue you had utith people in your
famity because thq
1. Don't spend enough time with your relative
2. Don't do their share in caring for your relative
3. Don't show enough respect for your relative
4. Lack patience with your relative
5. Don'r visit or telephone you enough
6. Don'r give you enough help
7 - Don't show enough appreciation for your work
as a caregiver

8.

Give you unwanted advice

Worl< Conflict

Do you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with these statements about
your present ruork situotion?
1
You have less energy for your work
Z
You have missed roo many days
1
J
You have been dissadsfied with the qualiry of your work
4
You worry about your relative while you,re at work
5
Phone calls about or from your relative interrupt your work
Financial Strain
Compared with iust before you began to take care of your relatiue (responses: much
;ess
than now, somewhat less than now, about the same, someuthat more tian now, much
more than now):
1'. How would you describe your total household income from all sources?

2.
3-

How would you describe your monthiy expenses?
In general, how do your family finances work out ar the end of the month? (resltonse: not enough to make ends meet, iust enough ta make ends meet, some
money left ouer)

Source: Pearlin er al. (1990)

Appendix 8

ASSESSING OLDER PERSONS
[e L 1.2.
Zay.rt Burden Interview''',ou feel:

That your relative asks for more help than he/she needs?
That tecause of the time you spend with your relative you don't have enough time for yourself?
Stressed benareen caring for youi relative and trying to meet ottrer responsibilities for your family or wor
Embarrassed over your relative's behavior?
Angry when you are around your relative ?
That yoor relative currently affects your relationship with other family members in a negative way?
Afraid of what the future holds for your relative?
Your relative is dependent on you?
Scained when you are around your relative ?
Your health has suffered because of your involvement with your relative?
That you don't have as much privacy as you would like because of your relative?
That your social life has suffered because you are caring for your relative?
Uncomfortable having friends over because of your relative?
That your relative seems to expect you to take care of him/her as if you were the only one he/she cou
depend on?

That you don't have enough motrey ro care for your relative in addition to the rest o{ your expenses?
That you will be unable to take care of your relative much longer?
You have lost control of your life since your relative's illness ?
You wish you could just leave the care of your relative to someone else?
Uncertain about what to do about your relative?
You should be doing something more for your reladve?
You could be doing a better job in caring for your relative?
:all, how burdened do you feel in caring for your relative (not at all, a little, moderately, quite a bit,
:mely)?

1-2L measured
:e: Zarit (1980).
rs

as never, rarely, sornetimes,

quite frequently, nearly always.
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